
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writings as modelling examples:  
 

Scaffolds for academic writing in a post-graduate curriculum 

 

 

Dr.Olga Firssova 

 



Context  

 

University degree (BA, MA) 

Distance learning  

Online, Flexible, Self-paced  

Mature learners  

Professionals 

Writing-intensive 

 



Writing at (post-) graduate level: from writing-to-learn to “initiation in 

research writing” 

• “Crafting knowledge” (Kellogg, 2008) 

• Development of disciplinary awareness 

• Understanding and use of rhetorical conventions of academic 

genres 

• Discoursd’ autrui 

 

 

 

Castello & Donahue, 2012 

 

 

 

 

 



• Maturity and practice  

• “Feedback that gives clear direction” 

• Sharing writing in progress 

• Insights in the “messiness” of the writing process 

 

Models en modeling to support writing? 

 

 

 

 

Writing at (post-) graduate level: support for writers 



• Elicit “problem solving”  

• Draw attention to relevant aspects  

• Support (more) realistic self-judgments 

• Support (better) understanding reader’s needs 

• Support understanding expectations, conventions, underlying 

principles 

 

• Expert vs novice [writer]: are models redundant or invaluable? 

Cognitive and social modeling for writing 



Studying models independently (model texts) 

Studying models (text models) is not particularly effective: 

 Effect size = .22 (Hillock, 1986; Grades 3 through college)  

 Effect size = .25 (Graham & Perrin, 2007;  Grades 4 - 12) 



Charney & Carson, 1995:  

Model texts: “no automatc benefits”  

• Effect on text structure 

• Effect on selection of information (both relevant and irrelevant) 

• Higher salience of topical information  

• Better writing performance on a more difficult task(!) 

• Students make adequate judgments of the quality of models 

  

 

 

Model texts for academic writing 



Rather than telling students that they must “cite sources”, it is 

possible to show them texts and make them aware of the different 

ways of referring to existing work, as well as of the effects 

produced by adopting one strategy or another.  

Rinck & Boch, 2012, p. 116 

 

Using examples and models needs to be supported?! 

 

 

 

 

Models [ and modeling] for advanced level writers?  



Questions 

How can we get insights in effectiveness and efficiency of studying 

models for academic writing in a distance learning setting? 

• Can studying model texts support advanced level mature student 

writers in mastering a new genre?  

• Is (additional) scaffolding needed?  

 



• Complex authentic writing task 

• Anchors in rich domain specific contexts (state-of the-art 

literature, new trends, interaction research and professional 

practice) 

• Integrates multiple perspectives  

• Based on active knowledge construction and interaction with 

experts in knowledge domain 

• Stimulates reader oriented writing 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing task: Review writing as an academic genre 



 Participation in an academic conference  

• Making use of attributes of a conference setting (keynotes, 

presentations, informal exchange) 

• Based on situated learning body of thought (legitimate peripheral 

participation, Lave & Wenger, 1991)  

• Including critical reflection on the experience       

              Review writing   

Complex writing task in a rich authentic academic environment 



informing the reader about 

an event 

 

critically evaluating the 

event from several 

perspectives  

 

underpinning standpoints, 

providing arguments and 

reasoning [for the reader] 

 

Reporting main points  

Conveying the message   

Introducing personal learning goals 

 

Coherence of the program/event 

Richness, novelty of the program /event 

Personal judgment on the event    

 

Integrating literature  

Integrating insights from the profession  

Argumentation and underpinning 

Clarity of reasoning 

 

 

Review writing as a construct  criteria 



Three loops of learning and writing from an academic conference 

Onderwerp via >Beeld >Koptekst en voettekst 
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keynotes 

presentations 

workshops 

panels, 

symposiums 

informal                                           contacts 

Extensive 

reading, 

learning 

tasks 

(individual 

or with 

peers) , 

task criteria 

Reflection 

on the 

experience 

through 

review 

writing 
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mock up 

conference  

Recorded 

keynotes & 

presentations 

of a conference 

Reflection 

on models 

& task, 

take-home 

message 

and 

planning  

Studying 2 

model texts Extensive 

reading, 

learning 

tasks 

Task criteria 
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Model texts 

• Authentic student writings (minor abridged) 

• Good not flawless  

• Different approaches to the task: 

 stronger in narrative  vs stronger in criticism 

 

Cues for the reader 

• Anchored in the text  

• Explicit (text) & subtle (colour) teacher cues 

references to task requirements  

elaborations & explanations   

 

 

Model texts and teacher presence in the modeling task 







Mature students, post-graduate level (education) 

n= 60 [20 x 3] 

Age M= 41 (SD 9)  F 70 % 

Non-university (teacher training) background: 84% 

Completed ca. 40% of the pre-masters/masters’ program 

 

Method 



Materials  

• Writing task: article of ca.  4000 ww  x 2 x 3 = 60 pieces 

• Performance measure: a single interval score  

• Reflections on the modeling task  

• Questionnaire (self-reports on task related aspects)  

• Scoring instrument:  

– Detailed 5 level rubrics x 10 criteria (based on SOLO division, Biggs & 

Collis) 

– Texts scored by two raters (ICC .70 - .80, 20%) 

– Construct validation through Rasch modelling (Bond & Cox, 2007) 



Design  

Task 1: Learning Phase Task 2: Test Phase Task 3: Test Phase  

Learn by writing: Writing 

task 

 

Learn by models: study of 2 

model texts + reflecting  on 

the  task  

 

Learn by models and cues: 

study of 2 model texts with 

embedded cues + reflecting  

on the  task 

Writing task* 

 

 

Writing task* 

 

 

 

Writing task* 

 

 

 

*Self-reports  

(time spent, effort, 

judgment of learning) 

Writing task* 

 

 

Writing task* 

 

 

 

Writing task* 

 

 

 

*Self-reports  

(time spent, effort, 

judgment of learning) 

n=19 

n=19 

n=20 

3-6 (writing)/1-3 months (models)  

months between tasks 

  on average 3 to 6 months  

  between tasks 



First results 

• No sig. difference in writing performance between groups 

• Writing performance improves over time in all groups 

• Prior achievement (based on GPA) counts most 

• Self-reports indicate: studying models without support may be 

less helpful  

•  Reflections on studying models indicate: model texts act as 

reader alerts 

• The modeling task stimulates strategic planning  

• The modeling task brings task requirements in the picture 

 

 



Were models effective?  No clear answers  

• What did students learn from models? 

• Did they draw on lessons learned when writing? 

• Did teacher cues contribute to learning? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thank you for your attention! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

olga.firssova@ou.nl 


